
A Parents Guide to Correction 

Helping Children get it Right 
 

 

 

Humanly speaking the three foundations for correcting a child effectively are: rules 

... pointing out what should not be done, goals...demonstrating what should be done. and 

love ...the difference between success and failure.  Without love no number of rules, nor 

even the highest of goals will succeed. Children have an in built sense of a parents heart.  

If you don't care...they won't.   
 

Divinely speaking no parent can correct a child without scripture.  Without scripture we 

have no authority.  Without his word to back us up our rules, our goals and even our love 

will fall short.  None of us can parent in our own wisdom or our own strength.  We and our 

children need bible verses to serve as anchors for the storms and as stars to steer by. 

 

  Our goal at www.bibleparent.com is to provide God’s word in USEABLE 

form…something easy...something parents can keep in their pocket and as the need arises 

give a card to a child for his very own "bible out".  A bible out is like a time out except the 

child uses the time to memorize the verse.  The best verses for correcting a child are: 

Verses on love…because love is the most correct thing of all and 

Verses on The Holy Spirit because no child can change his own heart.   The only two things 

in the world which never fail are "Love" and "God's Word".  Used in equal measures they are 

guaranteed to "correct" any child. 
 
 

THERE IS ANOTHER REASON TO USE "POCKET SCRIPTURES",  A REASON 

THAT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE CHILD. What about those times a parent is out 

of patience, out of time, or just plain too busy or tired to care much? Those are the times a 

Bible memory card makes life easier on the child.  Bible memory cards are a win win 

situation for both parent and child.  How we pray parents (Fathers included) visit 

www.bibleparent.com, print a few strips,  put the verses in your pocket or purse….and next 

time a child misbehaves ... apply a "Pocket Scripture". 

 

Authors Note:  Maria Montessori was a pioneer of modern education theory.  The 

Montessori method is still in use in almost every country in the world.  The basic pattern is 

that the teacher demonstrates a lesson to the child and the child repeats it to the best of his or 

her ability.  The parent/teacher who demonstrates his or her faith in "Pocket Scriptures" by 

using them him or her self... multiple times a day... will find that children are quick to 

emulate what they see their parents do.  We heartily recommend carrying a few verses in your 

own pocket for those times even parents need a little correction...a little of God's great love. 


